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University Postcode: YO10 5DD

UCAS Interview Day Travel Guide:
Campus Central Pay and Display Parking to Department of Physics Exhibition Centre

Campus Central parking facilities are located near the library bridge on University Road, the main entrance is signposted via Harewood way. All university car parks are pay and display, the tariff of which is shown above. (Please note the University pay and display machines do not take notes or 1 or 2p’s)

From the Campus Central pay and display machine continue forward towards the campus Careers Centre
Turn **right** and follow the path around the corner towards the lake.

At the end of the path join the covered walkway near the lake and follow the path to the **left**.

At the signpost follow the path **right** and continue past central hall, signposted Exhibition Centre.

Walk over the bridge, the Exhibition Centre is located on your **right**, follow the path right after crossing the bridge. Enter through the **double doors** and proceed to the main reception, the Interview Day **registration desk** will be located past reception on your right.